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ABSTRACT 

In this project we attempt to implement machine learning approach to predict stock prices. Machine 
learning is effectively implemented in forecasting stock prices. The objective is to predict the stock 
prices in order to make more informed and accurate investment decisions. We propose a stock price 
prediction system that integrates mathematical functions, machine learning, and other external factors 
for the purpose of achieving better stock prediction accuracy and issuing profitable trades.  
There are two types of stocks. You may know of intraday trading bythe commonly used term "day 
trading." Interday traders hold securities positions from at least one day to the next and often for several 
days to weeks or months. LSTMs are very powerful in sequence prediction problems because they’re 
able to store past information. This is important in our case because the previous price of a stock is 
crucial in predicting its future price. While predicting the actual price of a stock is an uphill climb, we 
can builda model that will predict whether the price will go up or down.  
Keywords: LSTM, CNN, ML, DL, Trade Open, Trade Close, Trade Low, Trade High 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The stock markets in the recent past have become an integral part of the global economy. Any fluctuation in this market 

influences our personal and corporate financial lives, and the economic health of a country. The stock market has 

always been one of the most popular investments due to its high returns. However, there is always some risk to 

investment in the stock market due to its unpredictable behavior. Stock market prediction is a classic problem which has 

been analyzed extensively using tools and techniques of Machine Learning. The successful prediction of a stock’s 

future price could yield significant profit. So, an intelligent prediction model for stock market forecasting would be 

highly desirable and would be of wider interest. Machine learning techniques are very popular in building real- time 

application model which provide better result than other methods. 

Many methods have been developed to predict the stock market related data using various techniques and 

models where they have used sentimental, past prices, sales growth and dividends we know that to predict 

the stock efficiently we need data along with one of the above factor where we can build the efficient market 

hypothesis where major companies are investing their money into we selected machine learning with other 

techniques just because they give us the better results than the other random prediction model. Supporting 

vectors in machine learning can provide the classification and regression for the model and few other 

trending models such as deep neural network, linear regression etc 

Data collection is very important in this aspect as we rely on the data very much as we know predicting the 

stock market dataSo data must capture based on the model if we are predicting for intraday trading then we 

have to capture the data every minute or so that we can train the model in real time. If we are trying to 

predict swing, positional and options strategies then we have to collect the data based on that. 

This Project uses PyQt tool to create the needed Graphical User Interfaces, PyUIC module to automatically 

generate the code. PyUic tool is used automatically generate the code for the Front end user interfaces 

created by PyQt. All the front end python code is automatically generated by this tool, by converting the user 

interface (.ui) files into .py files. 

A decision tree is a tree whose internal nodes can be taken as tests (on input data patterns) and whose leaf 

nodes can be taken as categories (of these patterns). These tests are filtered down through the tree to get the 

right output to the input pattern. Decision Tree algorithms can be applied and used in various different fields. 

It can be used as a replacement for statistical procedures to find data, to extract text, to find missing data in a 

class, to improve search engines and it also finds various applications for prediction. ManyDecision tree 
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algorithms have been formulated. They have different accuracy and cost effectiveness. It is also very 

important for us to know which algorithm is best to use. The decision support tool analyzes the variations in 

stock prices, using decision tree analysis. A decision tree is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like model 

of decisions and their possible consequences. The tool builds decision trees from a set of training data, using 

the concept of information entropy. Traditional approaches to this problem is to collect relevant factors 

pertaining to the head injury, values and then search for the most optimum combinations of these factors that 

influence the actual outcome after a severe head injury. These approaches are based on gathering in large 

numbers the data of patients with severehead injury and on the application of statistical methods. Sometimes 

we are given a set of records, which we have to analyze and form a conclusion accordingly. In order to do so 

we often use statistics. But instead, now we propose the use of decision trees instead of statistics as they are 

more accurate and also they highlight some important attributes which we may often overlook. 

 

LITERATURESURVEY 

Fundamental analysis is built on the belief that human society needs capital to make progress and if a 

company operates well, it should be rewarded with additional capital and result in a surge in stock price. 

Fundamental Analysts are concerned with the company that underlies the stock itself. They evaluate a 

company's past performance as well as the credibility of its accounts. Many performance ratios are created 

that aid the fundamental analyst with assessing the validity of a stock, such as the P/E ratio. Technical 

analysis is rather used for short- term strategies, than the long-term ones. And therefore, it is far more 

prevalent in commodities and forex markets where traders focus on short-term price movements. Technical 

analysts or chartists are not concerned with any of the company's fundamentals. They seek to determine the 

future price of a stock based solely on the trends of the past price (a form of time series analysis). 

In the past, various approaches have been applied to analyze stock trend. Radu Jacomin analyzed stock with 

the help of SVM .The shortcoming of the approach was discussed and moving forward, two new techniques 

were then evolved namely, GASVM and PCASVM. Priti Saxena and Bhaskar Pant along with other fellow 

authors , generated the linguistic forms for raw data comprising of opening and closing price. Apriori model 

was then applied on the data to find out the most frequent patterns Prof. Dr. K. Raza analyzed stock with the 

help of four different versions of Artificial Neural Network. It went on to establish an association of stock 

behavior with change in petrol prices and finally concluded that it was possible to analyze stock with the help 

of machine learning techniques. In our model, we first applied different existing algorithms on stock market 

and compared their results. Then in our proposed model, we provided a model which would check itself at 

each stage for the correctness in analyzing share trends.The stock market is basically a non-parametric, non-

linear system that is very difficult to model with any kind of reasonable accuracy. 

Investors have been trying to find a way to predict stock prices and to find the right stocks and right timing to 

buy or sell. To achieve those objectives, some research used the techniques of fundamental analysis, where 

trading rules are developed based on theinformation associated with macroeconomics, industry, and 

company. The fundamental analysis assumes that the price of a stock depends on its intrinsic value and 

expected return on investment. Analyzing the company’s operations and the market in which the companyis 

operatingcando this. Consequently, the stockprice canbe predictedreasonablywell. Most people believe that 

fundamental analysis is a good method only on a long-term basis. However, for short- and mediumterm 

speculations, fundamental analysis is generally not suitable. 

Someother researchused the techniquesoftechnicalanalysis,in whichtradingrules were developedbased 

onthehistorical data of stock trading price and volume. Various methods that aim to predict future price 

movements using past stock prices and volume information. It is based on the assumption that history repeats 

itself and that future market directions can be determined by examining historical price data. Thus, it is 

assumed that price trends and patterns exist that can be identified and utilized for profit. 

 

PROPOSEDSYSTEM 

In this proposed system, we focus on predicting the stock values using machine learning algorithms like 

Decision Tree Multivariate analysis and by using the Entropy. We proposed the system “Stock price 
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prediction using Machine Learning” we have predicted the stock market price using the Multi variate 

Analysis. In this proposed system, we were able to train the machine from the various attributes of data 

points from the past to make a future prediction. We took data from the previous year stocks to train the 

model. We majorly used two machine-learning libraries to solve the problem. The first one was pandas, 

which was used to clean and manipulate the data, and getting it into a form ready for analysis. The other was 

sklearn, which was used for real analysis and prediction and it has containing various in-built functions like 

Linear regression and Decision Tree Classifier(). The data set we used was from the previous years stock 

markets collected from the public database available online, Some of data was used to train the machine and 

the rest some data is used to test the data. The basic approach of the supervised learning model is to learn the 

patterns and relationships in the data from the training set and then reproduce them for the test data. We used 

the python pandas library for data processing which combined different datasets into a data frame. The raw 

data makes us to prepare the data for feature identification. The attributes were date, open, low, high and the 

closing price for a particular day. We used all these features to train the machine on Decision Tree model and 

predicted the object variable, which is the price for a given day. We also quantified the accuracy by using the 

predictions for the test set and the actual values. The proposed system gives the Predicted price.. 

 

SYSTEMARCHITECTURE 

The first step in this is collection of raw data from the various sources and dataset can be of any historical 

data of the organization. From the raw data we can extract the attributes which are used for the prediction. 

After extraction, we can train the data model using these previous datasets. Here we should 

giveTestingdata(input) to data analytical tool it will compare data with the trained data and gives the 

Predicted price as output to us. 

 

  
ALGORITHM: 

ENTROPY CALCULATION 

We used the python pandas libraryfor data processing which combined different datasets into a data 

frame.The rawdata makes us to prepare the data for feature identification. The attributes were date, open, 

low, high and the closing price for a particular day. We used all these features to train the machine on 

Decision Tree model and predicted the object variable, which is the price for a given day. We also quantified 

the accuracy by using the predictions for the test set and the actual values. 

1.Importing Data manipulation library files. //Pandas  

2.Initialize attributes. #col_names= ['low','high','low','high','riskcategory']  

3.Load dataset and read using read_csv.  

4.Split dataset in features and target variable.  

5.Calcuate total risk category count using entropy.  

6. Taking total risk category count ast=t1+t2+t3.  

7. Calculate using Entropy Formula E=(-1*((t1)/(t)*log((t1/t),2))-((t2)/(t)*log((t2/t),2))-
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((t3)/(t)*log((t3/t),2)))  

8..dot file generation:  

9.from sklearn import tree  

10.Used for Representation. //from sklearn.tree import export_graphviz  

11.Put dataset feature columns in X. //X = eqts[feature_cols] #Features  

12.Set Target variable. //y=dataset riskvalue  

13.classify the model//clf = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy")  

14.Fit values to the model //clf = clf.fit(X, y)  

15.Represent Decision Tree. ///export_graphviz(clf, out_file="descntree.dot")  

16.Built linear model using linear regression  

17.Predict stock price 

 

MODULES 

Data Collection 

Firstly, Dataset can be collected from various sources of any organization. The right dataset helps for the 

prediction and it can be manipulated as per our requirement. Our data mainly consists of the previous year 

stock prices. The data can be collected from the organization based on the market trading, noof days traded, 

shares ratio, no of shares traded. By collecting these it makes accurate in prediction. 

Data Processing 

At the beginning, when the data was collected, all the values of the attributes selected were continuous 

numeric values. Data transformationwasappliedbygeneralizingdatatoahigher-

levelconceptsoasallthevaluesbecamediscrete.Thecriterionthat was made to transform the numeric values of 

each attribute to discrete values depended on the closing price of the stock. If the values of theattributes 

open, min, max, last were greater than the value of attribute previous for the same trading day, the numeric 

values of the attributes were replaced by the value Positive. If the values of the attributes mentioned above 

were less than the value of the attribute previous, the numeric values of the attributes were replaced by 

Negative. If the values of those attributes were equal to the value of the attribute previous, the values were 

replaced by the value Equal. 

Training the Data 

After the data has been prepared and transformed, the next step was to build the classification model using 

the decision tree technique. The decision tree technique was selected because the construction of decision 

tree classifiers does not require any domain knowledge, we can done by using the Decision Tree Classifier() 

which is in the sklearn library. By using the attribute we haveconsidered in the dataset we train the model by 

using the algorithm. The training sets are used to tune and fit the models. 

Deploying the Model 

The classification rules are generated fromthe decision tree algorithm. The trained data can be used for the 

Testing the data. It helps to give the output or accurate Predicted price of the stock using this model. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
This project entitled “Stock Price Prediction Using Machine Learning Algorithm.” is useful to the stock exchanges, in 

predicting stock prices, and thereby to guide their customers accordingly. The proposed system is also useful to the 

newbie’s to the stock market, in properly investing into the stocks. This helps finally leads to the improvement of stock 

markets customers’ satisfaction 
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